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ON COUNTABLY APPROXIMATING LATTICES

SEUNG-ON LEE

1. Introduction

In 1972, Scott has [16J introduced a concept of continuous lattices
and has shown the equivalence between continuous lattices and injective
To-spaces. We recall that an algebraic lattice is just a sublattice. of a
power of the two point chain with respect to the arbitrary meets and
directed joins. Lawson has [14J shown that continuous lattices are
precisely sublattices of a power of the unit interval under the same
operations as above.

There have been many efforts made to generalize continuous lattices
and extend corresponding properties to them, notably in [7 ; 11 ; 12 ;
15].

The purpose to write this paper is to introduce another class of
lattices, namely countably approximating lattices, generalizing continuous
lattices and study its basic properties. To do so, we introduce the
countably way below relation and show that it satisfies the strong
interpolation property on a countably approximating lattice~ We show
that a regular space X is a locally Lindelof space iff its open set lattice
Q(X) is a countably approximating lattice and that a complete lattice
L is countably approximating iff the join map on the lattice of q-ideals
of L preserves arbitrary meets and joins. Using these, it is shown that
countably approximating lattices are productive, hereditary and closed
under homomorphic images.

Finally we show that a complete lattice is countably approximating
iff it is a homomorphic image of a countably algebraic lattice.

For the terminology not introduced in the paper, we refer to [6].

2. Conntably Approximating Lattices

Throughout this paper, a partially ordered set is called a poset.
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DEFINITION 2. 1. Let L be a poset and D a subset of L. Then we say:
(1) D is countably directed if every countable subset of D has an

upper bound in D.
(2) D is a q-ideal if it is a countably directed lower set.

EXAMPLE 2. 2. Let 2x denote the power set lattice of a set X, i. e. ,
the power set endowed with the inclusion relation. Then the set of all
finite subsets of X, denoted by Fin X, is an ideal of 2x and the set
of all countable subsets of X, denoted by Count X, is a q-ideal of 2x•

We note that Fin X is not countably directed if X is infinite.

NOTATION 2.3. For a poset L, the set of all ideals of L will be
denoted by IdL and the set of all q-ideals by qldL.

REMARK. 2.4. For any poset L with the smallest element, qldL is
closed under countably directed unions and arbitrary intersections.

DEFINITION 2. 5. Let x and y be elements of a complete lattice L. We
say that x is countahly way below y, in symbols x<f..cy, if for any
countably directed subset D of L with y s V D, there is an element
dED with xsd. If x<f..eX, then x is said to be a Lindelof element

PROPOSITION 2. 6. Let L be a complete lattice. For x, yE L, the following
are equivalent:

(1) x<f..cy·
(2) If ysVX (X~L), then there is a countable subset K of X with

xsVK..
(3) If I is a a-ideal of L and ysVI. then xEI.

Proof. (1) ==? (2). Let D= {VKIKECount X}, then D is countably
directed and VD=VX. Since x<f..cy, there is an element dED with
xsd, which is of the form d=VK for a countable subset K of X.

(2) ==? (3). Suppose I is a a-ideal of L with ys V I, then by the
assumption, there is a countable subset K of I with x s VK. Since
V KEI= t I, xE!.

(3) ==? (1). Let D be a countably directed subset of L with ys V D.
Define 1= t D, then I is a q-ideal and V 1= V D. By the assumption,
xEI, so that there is an element dED with xsd.

EXAMPLE 2. 7. (1) Let X be a set and L the power set lattice 2X of
X. Then for A, BEL, A<f..eB iff there is a countable subset K of X
with A~K~B.
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(2) Let L be the lattice IdA of ideals of a ring A. For any I, JEL,
I <{;: cJ iff I ~K ~ J for some ideal K of A generated by a countable
subset.

(3) If L is the unit interval [0,1] with the usual order:S:, then x<{;:eX
for all xE [0, 1J.

DEFINITION 2. 8. A topological space X is said to be a locally Lindelof
space if each point of X has a local base consisting of Lindelof subsets
of X.

Clearly, every locally compact space is locally Lindelof. But the
rational line with the usual topology is locally Lindelof but not locally
compact.

PROPOSITION 2.9. In the open set lattice {J (X) of a topological space
X, A<{;:cB if there is a Lindelof set U on X with A~ U~B.

Furthermore, if X is a locally Lindelof space, then the converse also
holds.

Proof. Suppose that there is a Lindelof subspace U of X with A~

U~B. Take any open cover ((J of B, then ((J also covers U. Since U is
Lindelof, there is a countable subset ((J' of ((J which covers U. For A~ U,
((J' is a countable subset of ((J which covers A. Thus A <{;:eB.

Now let X be a locally Lindelof space. If A <{;: cB, then for any bE
B, there is a Lindelof neighborhood Qb of b with Qb~B. It follows
that B= U {Qb IbE B} where Qb is the interior of Qb' Since A <{;: cB,
there is a countable subset {bnlnEN} of B such that A~ U {Qb"lnEN}.
Let U = U {Qb" In E N}, then U is a Lindelof subspace of X and A ~ U
~ B. This completes the proof.

Using the exactly same arguments as those in the proof of Proposition
I-I. 2 in [6J, one has,

PROPOSITION 2.10. In a complete lattice L, one has the following:
(1) If x<{;:cY, then x:S:y. (x, yEL)
(2) If u:S:x<{;:cy:S:v, then u<{;:cv. (x, y, u, VEL)
(3) For any sequence (xn) in L such that xn<{;:cY for all nEN, V {xnln

EN} <{;:cY.
(4) O<{;:eX. (xEL)
(5) If x<{;:y, then x<{;:cY. (x, yEL)

REMARK 2. 11. (1) The converse of (5) in the above proposition need
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not be true. Indeed, let L be the power set lattice 2x of an infinite set
X. For anjnfinitely countable subset Y of X, Y<{ cY but not Y<{ Y.

(2) For a complete lattice Land xEL, let i eX= {yEL/y<{eX}.
Then by (2), (3) and (4) of the above proposition, i eX is a a-ideal of
L, which is clearly contained in ! x. Moreover if x s;, y, then i eX f;;

icy·
(3) Let (L;) iel be a family of complete lattices and DieI L i the

product of the family. Then x<{cY in Diel L i iff Xi <{cYi for all iEI
and Xi=O for all but a countable number of indices i, where x= (Xi)
and y= (yD.

Using the countably way below relation, we now introduce a new
concept of countably approximating lattices as a generalization of
continuous lattices.

DEFINITION 2. 12. A complete lattice L is said to be a countably
approximating lattice if

x= V {uELlu<{eX}

for all xEL, equivalently x= V i eX.

PROPOSITION 2. 13. For a complete lattice L, the following are equivalent:
(1) L is countably approximating.
(2) If xs;,y in L, then there is an element uEL with u<{eX but us;,y.

The above proposition amounts to saying that every element in a
countably approximating lattice can be sufficiently well approximated
by elements countably way below it, and the order structure in that is
completely determined by the countably way below relation.

REMARK 2. 14. In a countably approximating lattice L, we have:

xs;,y in L iff i eXf;; icY.

Proof. If xs;,y, then by (2) of Proposition 2.10, i eXf;; icY.
Conversely, assume i eXf;; icY, then

x=V i eXs;,V i cY=y,

for L is a countably approximating lattice.

EXAMPLE 2.15. (1) Every continuous lattice IS countably approxI
mating.

(2) Every countable complete lattice is countably approximating.
(3) By Proposition 2. 9, the open set lattice Q (X) of a locally
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Lindelof space X is countably approximating.
(4) countably approximating lattice need not be a continuous lattice.

Indeed, the open set lattice D(Q) of the rational line Q with the usual
topology is countably approximating but it is not continuous for Q is
regular but not locally compact.

THEOREM 2.16. If a topological space X is regular and the open set
lattice Q (X) is countably approximating, then X is locally Lindelof.

Proof. Take any xEX and let V be any open neighborhood of x.
Since Q (X) is countably approximating, there is an open subset U of
X with xE U <{cV. Since X is regular, there is an open neighborhood
W of x with W~ U. Now let ([J = {Gal a E A} be an open cover of W,
then ([J U {X- W} is an open cover of V. Since U <{ cV, a countable
subset of ([J U {X - W} covers U, and hence there is a countable
subfamily of ([J which covers W. Thus W is a Lindel6f neighborhood
of x contained in V.

EXAMPLE 2.17. Let S denote the space of real numbers endowed with
the topology generated by {[a, b] la<b, a, bER}. Then it is known
that S is a Lindel6f space. Let X be the product space SXS, then
clearly X is regular and for any (xo, Yo) EX, {[xo, xo+e] X [Yo, Yo+e] I
e>O} is a local base at (xo, Yo). Noting that for any e>O, [xo, xo+e]
X [Yo, yo+e] is a closed and open neighborhood of (xo, Yo) and contains
uncountable discrete closed subspace, we conclude that X is not a
locally Lindelof space. Thus by the above theorem, the open set lattice
Q(X) is not countably approximating but a complete Heyting algebra.

The concept of an auxiliary relation has been introduced by [17].
Similarly, we introduce a concept of countably auxiliary relation and
using that, we characterize countably approximating lattices.

DEFINITION 2. 18. (1) A binary relation -< on a complete lattice L is
said to be a conutably auxiliary relation on L it satisfies the following:

(i) If x-<.y, then xs:,y.
(ii) If us:,x-<.y:5::, z, then u-< z.
(iii) If xn-<.z for all nEN, then V {xnlnEN} -<z.
(iv) o-<x for all xEL.

(2) A countably auxiliary relation-<.on a complete lattice L is said
to be approximating if we have x=V {uELlu-<x} for all xEL.
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Clearly every countably auxiliary relation IS antisymmefric. and
transitive by (1) and (2), and the countably way below relation is a
countably auxiliary relation. Moreover, every countably auxiliary
relation is an auxiliary relation, but the converse need not be true.
Indeed, in the chain [O,lJ, if we define x-<.y iff x=O or x<y, then
the relation -<. is not a countably auxiliary relation but an auxiliary
relation.

The relation~ is trivially approximating, and a complete lattice is a
countably approximating lattice iff the relation <{ c is approximating.

REMARK 2. 19. (1) For any countably auxiliary relation -<. on a
complete lattice L, it is immediate from the definition that for any xE
L, {yELI y -<. x} is a q-ideal of L.

(2) In a complete lattice Land xEL, we have: i cX= n {IEuIdLI
x~VI}, for yE Lx iff y<{eX iff yEI for all IEuIdL with x~VI.

(3) In a complete lattice L, the relation -<. is approximating iff
whenever x~y in L, there is an element uEL with u-<.x but u~y.

THEOREM 2.20. Let L be a complete lattice. Then the following are
equivalent :

(1) L is a countably approximating lattice.
(2) <{c is the smallest approximating countably auxiliary relation on

L.

Proof. Suppose L is countably approximating, then clearly <{ c is an
approximating relation on L. Take any approximating relation-<.on L.
Then by Remark 2. 19, for any xE L, {yE L Iy-<. x} is a u-ideal and
since-<. is approximating, x=1\ {yE L Iy-<. x}. Hence by Remark 2. 19,
LcXS; {yELly-<.x}. Therefore y4{cX implies y -<. x. Thus the relation
<{c is contained in the relation -<.. Hence 4{c is the smallest approxima
ting countably auxiliary relation. The converse is trivial.

By Theorem 1-1.18 in [6J, the way below relation<{on a continuous
lattice satisfies the strong interpolation property.

THEOREM 2.21. Let L be a countably approximating lattice. Then one
has:

If x4{cZ and xi=z in L, then there is an element yEL with x<{cY<{cZ
but xi=y.
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Proof. Let 1= {uELlu~cY~cZ some yEL}. First we claim that I is
a a-ideal. Clearly I is a lower set. If unEI for all nEN, then there
are elements YnEL with un~cYn~cz for all nEN, and hence VUn~cV
Yn~cz. Thus VUnEI.

Next we claim that V I=z.
Let VI=z* and suppose that z**-z. Since ~cis approximating, z=V
{yELly~cz}. Thus there is an element yEL with Y~CZ but y::S:z*,

for z::S:z*. Since y=V {uELlu~cY}, there is an element uEL with U
~cY but u~z*. But because u~cY~cz, uEI and hence u~V I=z*.
This leads to a contradiction. Therefore z*=z.

Since x~cz=V I and I is a a-ideal, xE!. Thus there is an element
y*EL with x~cY*~cz. Since z=V {yELly~cz} and z~x, there is
an element y**EL with Y**~cz but y**::S:x. Now let y=y*Vy**,
then clearly one has x ~ cY~ cZ and x*- y. This completes the proof.

The following is immediate from the above theorem.

CoROLLARY 2.22. In a countably approximating lattice L, if x~cz,

then there is an element yE L with x~cY~cz.

3. Permanence Properties of Countably Approximating Lattices

In this section, we show that countably approximating lattices can be
described by equations and that countably approximating lattices are
productive, hereditary and closed under maps preserving arbitrary meets
and countably directed joins, which are called homomorphisms.
Furthermore, countably approximating lattices are precisely homomorphic
images of countably algebraic lattices.

Let L be a complete lattice, r: aIdL ~ L the map defined by r (I)
=V I, and p: L ~ aldL the map defined by p(x) = 1x. Then one has
immediately the following:

LEMMA 3.1. The map r : a IdL ~ L is a left adjoint of the map p :
L ~ a IdL. In particular, r preserves joins.

Using the above lemma, we characterize countably approximating
lattices via a-ideals.

THEOREM 3.2. Let L be a complete lattice. Then the following are
equivalent:

(1) L is a countably approximating lattice.
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(2) For each xEL, the set! eX is the smallest a-ideal/with x~V1.
(3) For each xEL, there is a smallest a-ideal / with x~V1.
(4) The f1!D-P r: a IdL--"'L defined by r(I)=V/ (IEaIdL), has

a left adjoint.
(5) The map r: aIdL --'" L preserves arbitrary meets and joins.

Proof. We recall that for any xEL, !eX=nJ(x) where J(x)=
{/EaIdLlx~V/}.

(1)~ (2). Since x=V! eX, ! eX belongs to J(x), and hence ! eX
is the smallest a-ideal with x ~V 1.

(2)~ (3). Trivial.
(3)~ (1). Take any xEL and let /0 be the smallest element of

J(x), then xs;,V/o~V(nJ(x».
Thus ! eX= nJ(x) EJ(x). Therefore x~V; eX~x, so that x=V! eX.

(3)~ (4). The map r has a left adjoint iff min r- l (i x) exists
for all xEL.
Since r- l (T x) = {/EaldLlr(/) =V /:=:::x} =J(x), min r- l (T x) =min
J(x), and therefore, one has the equivalence between (3) and (4).

(4)~ (5). Since the map r has a left adjoint, r preserves arbitrary
meets. By the above lemma, r has a right adjoint, and hence r

preserves arbitrary joins.
(5)~ (4). Because aIdL is a complete lattice and r preserves

arbitrary meets, r has a left adjoint.
By (5) of the above theorem, every countably approximating lattice

L is the image of the lattice aIdL under a map preserving meets and
joins. But by Remark 2. 4, aIdL is closed under intersections and
countably directed unions, and hence any equations that these operations,
i. e., arbitrary meets and countably directed joins satisfy, will transfer
to L. Using these observations and the same arguments as those in the
proof of Theorem 1-2.3 in [6J, we have the following.

THEOREM 3.3. For a complete lattice L, the following are equivalent:
(1) L is countably approximating.
(2) Let {xj,kljEJ, kEK(j)} be a family of elements in L such that

for all jEJ, {xj,klkEK(j)} is countably directed, and M=DjEJK(j).
Then the following holds:

!\jEJVkeK(j)Xj,k
= V fEM!\jEJXj, r(j)

......... (a)
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.. · ...... (c)

.•..•...• (b)

(3) For any family {Xj,k I (j, k) EJ XK} of elements in L such that
{xj,klkEK} is countably directed for all jEJ, the following holds:

!\jEJVkEKXj, k
= V fEKJ!\fEJXj, f(j)

(4) Let {xj,jl(j,k)EJXK} be a family of elements in Land
F= (Countk)J. Then the following holds:

!\jEJ V kEKXj, k
= V fEF!\jEJ V kEf(j)Xj,k

Note that all the joins in (a) and (b) are countably directed joins.
Strictly speaking, (a) and (b) are not equations because its validity
requires the assumption that certain sets are countably directed. On the
other hand, (c) is a pure lattice equation in meets and joins.

The above theorem motivates the following definition of structure
preserving maps between countably approximating lattices.

DEFINITION 3. 4. If Sand Tare countably approximating lattices, then
a map g : S --t T is said to be a homomorphism, if it preserves arbitrary
meets and countably directed joins.

It is clear that the identity map of a countably approximating lattice
is a homomorphism and that the composition of two homomorphisms is
again a homomorphism. Thus the class of all countably approximating
lattices and homomorphisms between them forms a category which will
be denoted by CALat.

PROPOSITION 3.5. The category CALat has products.

Proof. For any family (AD jEI in CALat, let (llA j, (nD jEJ) be the
usual product of complete lattices.

Take any family {Xj, k 1(j, k) E JX K} of elements of HAj such that
for each jEJ, {xj,klkEK} is countably directed. For any iEI,

nj(!\jEJVkEKXj,k)
= !\jEJV kEKni (Xj, k)

Since {nj(Xj.k) IkEK} is countably directed and Ai is countably appro
ximating, by the above theorem, one has,

!\jEJV kEKnj(Xj,k)
= V fEKJ!\jEJnj(Xj,fej))

=nj(V fEKJ!\jEJXj.f(j))'

Using the above two equations together with the fact that (n;) iEI
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!\jEJV kEKXj,k

= V fEKJ!\jEJXj.f(j)

Once again by the above theorem, RAj is also countably approximating,
so that (RAj, (11:;) jEI) is a product of the family in CALat.

DEFINITION 3. 6. Let T be a countably approximating lattice and S a
subset of T. If S is closed under arbitrary meets and countably directed
joins, then S is said to be a subalgehra of T.

REMARK 3. 7. By Theorem 3. 3, a subalgebra S of a countably
approximating lattice T is again countablyapproximating. Indeed, since
S has an arbitrary meets, it is a complete lattice. Furthermore, for
any family {xj,kl (j. k) EJXK} in S satisfying the conditions of (3)
in Theorem 3.3, both sides of the equation (a) are contained in S since
S is closed under arbitrary meets and countably directed joins in T. If
the equation holds in T, then it holds in S, and thus S is a countably
approximating lattice.

PROPOSITION 3.8. The category CALat has equalizers.

Proof. For homomorphisms f, g: A ~ B in CALat, let E= {xEAI
f (x) = g (x) }. Since f and g preserve meets and countably directed joins
in A, E is a subalgebra of A and hence E is countably approximating.
Moreover, the inclusion map e: E ~ A also preserves meets and
countably directed joins, i. e., e is a homomorphism. in CALat. It is
now clear that (E, e) is the equalizer of (f, g) in CALat.,

Combining Proposition 3. 5 and 3. 8, the following is immediate from
Theorem 23. 8 in [10].

THEOREM 3. 9. The category CALat is complete.

Using Theorem 3.3 and the same arguments as those in [6J, one has

THEOREM 3. 10. Let S be a countahly approximating lattice and T a
complete lattice. If there is an onto map g: S ~ T which preserves
arbitrary meets and countably directed joins, then T is again countahly
approximating.

Interchanging directed joins by countably directed joins in the proof
of Proposition 0-3.14 in [6J, we have the following:
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LEMMA 3. 11. For a complete lattice L, there is a one-to--one correspon
dence between the set of closure operators on L preserving countably
directed joins and the set of closure systems on L which are closed under
countably directed joins.

Using the above lemma, we have the following:

THEOREM 3.12. Let L be a countably approximating lattice. Then a
subset S of L is a subalgebra of L iff there is a closure operator c on L
such that c preserves countably directed joins and S=c(L).

NOTATION 3.13. The set of all Lindelof elements of a complete lattice
A is denoted by L(A).

Clearly every compact element of A is a Lindelof element and the
converse need not be true, for 0 is the only compact element in the
chain [0,1] but every element of [O,lJ is a Lindelof element by
Example 2.7.

The following definition is due to Gratzer [8, 9J.

DEFINITION 3.14. A complete lattice A is said to be countably algebraic
if for any XEA, x=VO xnL(A».

REMARK 3.15. (1) Countably algebraic lattices are called Xcalgebraic
in [8, 9J.

(2) Every algebraic lattice is also countably algebraic.
The open set lattice Q(Q) with the usual topology on the rational line

is countably algebraic but not algebraic. Also the unit interval [O,lJ
with the usual order is countably algebraic but not algebraic.

(3) A complete lattice A is countably algebraic iff A is isomorphic
to aIdS for some posets with countable joins.

(4) A product of countably algebraic lattices is again countably
aigebraic and a subalgebra of a countably algebraic lattice is again
countably algebraic.

PROPOSITION 3. 16. Let A be a complete lattice. Then the following are
equivalent :

(1) A is countably algebraic.
(2) A is countably approximating and for allx«..cY, there is an element

tEL(A) with xstSy.
In particular, every countably algebraic lattice is countably approxi-
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mating.

Proof. (1) =? (2). Since ~ x nL (A) f; ! eX; we have x= V ( ~ x nL
(A» ~V! eX~x. Thus A is countably approximating. Now let x<'cy·
Since ~ y nL (A) is countably directed and y= V U y n L (A) ), there
is an element tE ~ ynL(A) with x~t. Thus x~t~y and tEL(A).

(2)~ (1). Take any yE A, then y=V !cy. Since l y nL(A) is
cofinal in icY,

v(~ y nL (A) ) = V i cY= y.

Thus A is countably algebraic.

Using countably algebraic lattices, we now characterize countably
approximating lattices.

THEOREM 3.17. A complete lattice is countably approximating iff it is
a homomorphic image of a countably algebraic lattice.

Proof. Let A he a countably approximating lattice and r : uIdA -+ A
a map defined by reI) = V I for each lEU IdA, then r is an onto homo
morphism because for any xEA, x=V i eX and i eXEu IdA. Thus A

is a homomorphic image of a countably algebraic lattice uIdA.
The converse is immediate from the fact that every countably algebraic

lattice is countably approximating and the fact that a homomorphic
image of a countably approximating lattice is again countably approxi
mating.
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